What our alumni say

"Thought-provoking, challenging and provides a real roadmap to understanding the issues as well as the solution."
Peter Chamley, Chair, Global Infrastructure Practice, Arup Group Ltd

"CISL provides access to a treasure trove of information, perspective and inspiration to energise the progress on sustainability that we critically need. The quality of content and teaching is outstanding."
Martin Riant, Group President, P&G

"This seminar will evolve your perspective, expand your network."
Katherine Chou, Product Lead, Google Labs

Fantastic inspiration and network to think big and be brave."
Emma Flack, Head of Comms, Aggreko

"This programme will unlock a deeper understanding of what leadership for sustainability can - and in fact - needs to be. It will empower you to lead towards change and to contribute to your organisation’s sustainable future."
Lill Bölte, Sustainability Insights and Innovation Leader, IKEA Services AB

"Be prepared to be challenged."
Executive General Manager, Debt Markets, National Australia Bank

"This programme is fantastic in giving the broadest global overview possible on all areas of sustainability, and to be honest, business."
Chris Foy, CEO, Equity Insurance

"The seminar content was beyond all expectations. The quality of the discussions and presenters was excellent."
Deputy Director-General, SA Government

"An extraordinary, well-structured and facilitated programme. A rollercoaster of emotions culminating in a clear plan on how to take this forward and make a difference."
Gary Bull, Head of Finance and Business Performance: Procurement, SABMiller

"This is a fantastic programme! It has been an eye-opener which will change my work and the effect the company has on its way to achieve its optimum business targets."
Shaliza Abd Malek, Senior Legal Counsel, PETRONAS

"Outstanding learning experience (would highly recommend)."
Daniel Crabtree, Head, Strategy and Impact, Sustainable Business Advisory Services, International Finance Corporation (IFC)

"The best part of the seminar was hearing the various business perspectives. We’re not often in the same room and being required to find paths to engagement on such a complex topic."
Sandra Pepera, Deputy Director, Policy Division, DFID

"If you want to understand the opportunities that sustainability can deliver to your business or your organisation, then this course will not only deliver that, but give you the inspiration and tools to deliver on those opportunities."
Ian Caveney, Head of Digital and Social Inclusion, BT Group (British Telecom)

"Unconditionally the best seminar I have ever attended! Extremely valuable use of my time. Exceptional."
Chief Risk Officer, Vector Ltd

Absolutely inspiring and refreshing."
Executive Director Operations, Nestle Australia Ltd